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SIGNATURE DEMAND RESULTS IN

NEW FLEET OF VEHICLES ACROSS THE UK
Leading window and door
fabricator, Pearl Window
Systems, have invested
significantly in an extensive
fleet of vehicles, to maintain the
ever growing demand of their
Signature Collection products.

maintain high volumes of installations,
delivering consistently high quality finished
windows and doors. Further to this latest
development, Pearl recently launched their
exclusive Installer Support Scheme, the first
in the UK to be approved by CORGI.
Jeff Walsh, Managing Director of Pearl
Window Systems, comments: “We launched
The Signature Collection in 2018 having
looked at our whole branding and installer
support. Little did we know then that the

scheme would be so popular. A result of this
has been a demand in deliveries, expanding
our existing network into 80% of the UK.
The new vehicles look stunning and are
a continuation of the branding for our
customers, helping to bring awareness of
our products to the whole of the UK.”

Jeff continues: “Pearl is the only superfabricator operating such a one-stop shop
Approved Installer Scheme. Our exclusive
online portal allows installers to input
installation jobs just the once – in the
simplest and quickest way possible – and for
just £15 per address.”

As seen in the press recently, Pearl are
also the first fabricator to achieve a Corgi
Approved Installer Scheme, which has now
been extended to Trade Counters.

“There’s no need for an Insurance Backed
Guarantee (IBG) as we are protecting
homeowners with a far more comprehensive
extended warranty, including a work
quality guarantee, supplied by CORGI
Fenestration,” Walsh added.

Pearl have always prided themselves for
on-time delivery, and this recent investment
secures the supply chain, offering customers
ongoing confidence in a market which is not
only competitive, but also Brexit uncertain.

“Installers registered on the Pearl Scheme
are going to have a number of unique
selling points that will put them ahead of
their competitors including a carded skilled
workforce, the support of a full complaints
procedure and CORGI Fenestration
approval from manufacture to installation,”
Walsh concluded.

With an on-time customer delivery rate of
95%, Pearl’s approach benefits the whole of
their UK customer base. No installer wants
the headache of wondering when their
delivery will arrive, let alone if it will arrive in
tip top condition. With Pearl’s Signature Fleet
of Vehicles, installers do not need to worry
about any of these common problems.

For more information on how to become a
part of this exciting Installer Scheme, please
call 0800 014 2769.

As the UK’s leading fabricator of windows
and doors, Pearl enables installers to
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FREE SHOWROOM SUPPORT ROUNDS
OUT VIIU’S COMPREHENSIVE KEY
DEALER PACKAGE
After a barnstorming
2018 that saw it firmly
establish itself as the
leading ultra-slim sliding
door provider in the UK,
Viiu is back for 2019,
and offering thousands
of pounds’ worth of
showroom support
completely free to its Key
Dealers.
Key Dealers are
experienced, rigorously
vetted installation
businesses who’ve been
trained to install Viiu doors
to the highest possible
standard.
They’ve always been armed
with a wealth of marketing
and showroom support
material to help them
attract more leads and
improve conversions.
But now, for the first time,
that material is being
offered completely free. Rod
Tate, Viiu Sales Director,
explains the decision.

“At Viiu, we want to offer
installers the complete
package – an outstanding,
class-leading sliding door
product, backed with
everything installers need
to grow their businesses
with it: geographical
exclusivity in their area,
product training, premiumquality brochures, point of
sale material and more.
“Up until now, there’s
been a cost for some of
that support. But this year,
we’ve taken the decision to
provide it completely free.
The idea is simple – we
want to make it as easy
as possible for our Key
Dealers to find success
selling Viiu.
“If you’re interested in
learning more, please don’t
hesitate to get in touch.”
Offering stunning, floorto-ceiling aesthetics and
exceptional performance,
Viiu is the best-in-class
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THE PEARL INSTALLATION CERTIFICATE SCHEME
IS AVAILABLE FOR RETAIL INSTALLERS, AND IS

NOW ALSO AVAILABLE TO TRADE COUNTERS!

Viiu Showroom

ultra-slim sliding door
product that offers
minimalistic sightlines,
secure laminated glass
throughout and an
ingenious, unobtrusive
design.
Its outer-frame is entirely
built into the façade, giving
it the appearance of an
uninterrupted wall of glass
– and its patented interlock
section was robust enough
to make Viiu the UK’s first
PAS24-2016-accredited
ultra-slim sliding door.
For more information call
Viiu Ltd on 0800 877 0077
or visit www.viiu.co.uk.
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We are
looking for
installers
like you!

See us on
Stand M36
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THE BEST
LOYALT Y SCHE
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CAN EXPECT,
A SIMPLE AND
SEAMLESS
PROCESS!

0319/0148

0800 014 2769

sales@pearlwindows.co.uk
www.pearlwindows.co.uk
A CORGI Fenestration Approved Installer Scheme
together with an extended warranty scheme, direct
to the homeowner, for added consumer confidence
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